
Tree Houses Canadian Rooms
Stilt houses half-way between heaven and earth, like nests in the trees.
A child's dream come true, with the comfort of a kitchenette and a
bathroom.
 
With a capacity of 4 to 6 people, our Treehouses are equipped with
heating for those days when the sea breeze calls for a warm sweater, a
cup of hot chocolate, a good novel or a sketchbook.

 * Free Wi-Fi is available throughout the property.
** Barrier-free constrution, according to the norms of the Action plan for the
integration of persons with disabilities and reduced mobility (2 adapted tents, 1
bungalow, restaurante and some common areas).

Sleeping in the Canadian Tent is one of the great dreams of all who are
adventurous and dreamy at heart.
 
At Bukubaki we made our childhood dream come true, without sacrificing
elegance and privacy. Decorated with style and made with high quality eco-
friendly material, our Canadian Tents are the comfortable retreat after an
active day in natural surroundings.
 
Tents are made of waterproof cotton fabric, protected by an extra layer of
the same material, based on an elevated wooden deck. Inside the tents
reigns the simplicity of a camping experience with the comfort of a bed and
handcrafted furniture.
 
The tents are equipped with an electric heater for days when the wind blows
from the north. They are also equipped with bed linen and bath towels.



TreeHouse Wide

2 bedrooms (both with double beds), double sofa bed, open
and tradicional closets, air conditioning, bathroom with
shower, dining room with kitchenette (stove, microwave,
kitchen utensils), sun terrace and free Wi-Fi.

* maximum capacity 6 pax

TreeHouse Tiny

2 bedrooms - 1 bedroom with double bed and 1 bathroom
with bunk bed, open closets, air conditioning, bathroom with
shower, dining room with kichenette (stove, fridge, kitchen
utensils), sun terrace and free Wi-Fi.

* maximum capacity 4 pax



* maximum capacity 4 pax

Bungalow

2 bedroom (1 bedroom with double bed, 1 bedroom with bunk bed), open closets, air conditioning, bathroom with shower, dining
room with kichennete (stove, fridge, kitchen utensils), sun terrace, free Wi-Fi, swimming pool view, and barrier free.



Canadian Room Comfort

Double bed, bedside table, single futon bed, open closet, sun terrace with
table and chairs and free Wi-Fi.

Double bed, bedside table, open closet, sun terrace with table and chairs
and free Wi-Fi.

Canadian Room Family

Canadian Room Group
4 single beds, bedside table, open closet, sun terrace with table and
chairs and free Wi-Fi.

* maximum capacity 4 pax; 
** shared sanitary facilities;
*** equipped with a eletric heater and winter duvets.

* maximum capacity 2 pax;
** shared sanitary facilities;
*** equipped with a eletric heater and winter duvets.

* maximum capacity 3 pax;
** shared sanitary facilities;
*** equipped with a eletric heater and winter duvets.



Restaurant

Our restaurant's dishes are based on the products of the ocean, the surrounding orchads and the local organic food, artistically blending
Italian and Portuguese cousine.

 
Our generous buffet breakfast includes: hot beverages such as tea, and coffe, cocoa, fresh fruit, natural and fruit yogurts, fruit jams, dry
cake, several types of bread (also gluten free available), variety of croissants (also gluten free available), cheese, ham, eggs and bacon.

* Take note that in the summer the restaurant works with advance booking in order to ensure the freshness of the products used and the superior quality in
it's confeccion.



Multipurpose Room

Our spacious multipurpose room is equipped with video projector, 30+ chairs and big tableands is rentableper hour, per half day or
per day.
 
 It´s perfect for either meetings, gatherings, conferences and workshops or other organised events and activities.
 
At the moment we use it as exercise studio for our Clubhouse programme, wich includes Yoga, Pilates, Surf Balance and
Therapeutic Stretching.



Wellness

Part of our welllness offer is also a tradicional Finnish
wood burning sauna, with the steam room temperature 80
to 110ºC and the hot stones topping a special stove used
to warm up the sauna.
 
The wellness centre also includes two massages rooms,
one with classic massage table  and the other with
maytress on the floor, offering best conditions for wide
variety of massages that we provide.

Massage helps relieve muscle tension and emotional
stress stored in the tissues and takes care of mind, body
and spirit giving a pleasant feeling of mental balance and
muscular relaxation.

Massage



Surf

Surfing is a lifestyle, a unique experience that teaches you
to dance and play with waves, receiving strength from the
ocean and learning the great lesson of focus. 
 
All professional instructors of Bukubaki Surf School are
passionate about helping their students find their own
personal style and creatively express themselves.
 
Small groups sessions are offered to pay greater attention
to individual progress and errors. 
 
At Bukubaki we give you all the information you need to
approach and practive surf safely, learning how to live the
"water" element discovering its dynamics and learning  to
play with waves. 
 
High quality equipment to ensure your sucess and safety is
provided.

 



Skate
Our skate school is intended as a preparatory training to surf, a
workout on a stationary wave, so that you can go surfing already as a
rider at heart.

 
Lessons are taught by expert instructor trained in teaching kids &
adults of all abilities, beginner to advanced. 
 
Our goal is to promote a safe and fun learning experience for all
skaters, from the first steps to the most advanced skills.

E-Bicycle
Wake up between the trees and ride on one of our bikes to explore the
stunning nature aroung Bukubaki.
 
Suitable for everyone, our fat bikes are a proper twowheel off-road
vehicle that allow you to experience the adventure and thrill of wild
paths to enchanting bays and awesome views.
 
Rent a bike to reach the ocean diffs of the Silver Coast Ecological
Reserve, or go wild through woods and ocean diffs, to reach
unforgattable landscaps, drenched in the smell of earth, resin and salty
water.



Yoga

Yoga nourishes you on every level and it is equally important to feed the body, mind and spirit, and here at Bukubaki we concentrate on the
practice of asana (yoga postures), pranayama (breath control), and meditation and mantras (sacred sounds).
 
Experience feelings of total wellbeing, release feelings of happiness, love, laughter, harmony and fun, and achieve life's true success, that of
a peaceful mind.
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